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ABSTMCT

This study examines the effectiveness of dividend and debt policies as corporate
governance mechanisms to reduce agency conflict. Indonesia is significint for
such a study because it provides a settingwhere the tendencyfo, ageicy problems
is high. using purposive sampling method, this study selects I gz firms which stoclq
are listed on Indonesia stock Exchange between 2002 unril 2006. This study employs
event study method and regression analysis to test its hypotheses. The results siggest
that dividend policy can be used as a corporate governancb mechanism to mitigate
agency conflict as far as its impact on market performance is concerned, in all
firms and particularly so in firms with high concentrated ownership structure.
Debt policyfails to serve as a corporate governance mechanism except infirms
with high concentrated ownership structure andwhen concerw profitability. with
the viability of financial policies'function as effective corpirate governance
mechanisms have yet to be verified, the Indonesian capital Market-Regulatory
Board needs to rely on and/orformulate other corporate governance mechanisms
to regulate the conducts of thefirms.

ABSTMK

Kajian ini menguji keberkesanan dasar dividen dan hutang sebagai mekanisme
tadbir urus untuk mengurangkan konflik agensi. Ind.onesii penting bagi kajian
sedemikian kerana ia menyediakan situosi yang mana kn""idurrigan masalah
agensi wujud adalah tinggi. Menggunakan kaedah pensampelan bertijuan, kajian
ini memilih 187 firmayang sahamnya tersmarai di Bursa saham Indinesia antara
tahun 2002 hingga 2006. Kajian ini menggunakan kaedah kajian peristiwa dan
analisis regresi untuk menguji hipotesisnya. Hasir kajian menyirankan dasar
dividen boleh digunakan sebagai mekanisme tadbir urus untuk mengurangkan
konflik agensi berdasarkan kepada kesannya terhadap prestasi pasa)an, dalam
semua firma tetapi khuswnya dalam firmq ydng mempunyai struktur pemilikan
terpusat yang tinggi. Dasar hutang gagal menjadi mekanisme tadbir urtu kecuali
dalamfirma yang mempunyai struhur pemirikan terpusat yang tinggi dan apabira
m el ib atkan keuntungan. D engan kes es u ai an d as ar-d as ar kew ing an b eifungs r
sebagai mekanisme tadbir urtu masih perlu diuji kesahihannya, Bidan pmgawas
Pasaran Modal (alrzrtu) Indonesia perru bergantung kepada dan/atau
memformulasi mekanisme tadbir urtu yang lain untuk mengawasi tindak-tanduk
firma-firmanya.
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INTRODUCTION

Modern firms, characterised with separation of ownership and control, naturally
provide a nesting ground for agency conllict between shareholders and managers
and/or between shareholders and creditors (Berle & Means 1932; Jensen &
Meckling 1976). Such conflict occurs because the interest of agents and principals
do not necessmily coincide, each with their own objectives (Crutchley & Hansen
1989). Various mechanisms have been suggested to reduce the problems, two of
rvhich become the focus of this study. Specffically, this study examines whether
dividend and financing policies can be effectively used as corporate govemance
mechanisms to mitigate agency conflicts.

The role of dividend policy as a colporate governance mechanism in alleviating
agency problem has been proposed by Jensen and Meckling (1976),Rozeff(1982)
and Easterbrook (1984). They argued that dividend policy can reduce agency
conJlict by forcing management into the equity mmket more frequently. That is,
when less capital is intemally available, firm management is forced to outsource
through new equity issuance which consequently subject the managers to the
scrutiny of the capital market. SimilarlyrJensen and Meckling (1976) and Faccio,
Lang, and Yor.ng (2001) are among those who argued that debt usage imposes
disciplines on firm management to use the cash efficiently because of the need to
service debt interest periodically and to repay debt when it becomes due. In that
sense, debt usage mitigates agency conflict between shareholders and debtholders
as it generates extemal monitoring (through covenants and obligations to service
debt) for the majority shareholders to make decisions that will improve firm's
performance. Based on their findings, Denis and Kruse (2001) and McColgan
(2001) asserted that these policies are in fact effective as corporate govemance
mechanisms since market responds to them positively.

The main contribution of this study is not merely because it provides evidence
from an emerging market given the fact that most past evidence has been
documented in developed countries, but more so because Indonesia provides a
unique setting for this study. That is, firms in Indonesian are characterised as having
an ownership structure which is highly concentrated and therefore increases the
chance for agency conflict to occur, specifically between majority and minority
shareholders. Table 1 shows the distributions of firms with maximum ownership
by institution or individual less than 25% and those that have maximum ownership
by institution or individual more that 25Yo for the period of 2002 to 2006.
Throughout this period, the percentages of firms with low CoS remain low at less
than l0%o.

Firms with high concentrated ownership structure are expected to experience
agency conflict more often because majority shareholders have the conholling
power that allows them to capture advantages of the business for themselves at the
expense of the minority shareholders. Despite the fact that these firms have gone
public (listed on stock exchange), the persistently high level of ownership
concentration observed among Indonesian firms may be driven by what is
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TABI-E 1. Ownership Structure in Indonesia for the period of 2002-2006

2005 2006

113

Oumership

with COS < 25%

with Cos > 25%

number of firms

26 30

Q.29oA e.77vo)
2s4 277

(e0.7LYA (e0.23%)
280 307

26 32
(7.e%) (e.64%)

303 300
(e2.1%) (e0.36%)
329 332

25
(7.760/o)

297
(e2.24%)

322

Indonesian Capital Market Directory. Abbreviation COS refers to concentrated ownership

referred to as private benefits of control (Filatotchev & Mickiewicz

2001). That is, when the feasibility of reaping private benefits through control is

hge enough, ownership concentration remain high because majority shareholders

have the tendency to lock-up control by keeping the ownership of the frrm
concentrated in their hands even when the firms are going public.

In brief, this study investigates the effectiveness ofdividend and debt policies

as corporate governance mechanisms in reducing agency conllict in a setting that

is characterised as having concentrated ownership structure. This study is difference

Aom the previous ones in several conditions. This includes the study by Jensen

ad Meckling (1976) which examined the role of both debt and dividend policies

in reducing agency problem but in frms with disperse ownership. Other studies

which also examine effectiveness of corporate governance mechanism to reduce

agency conflict like the study by Gugler and Yurtoglu (2000) only tested dividend

policy while the study by Faccio et al. (2001) and Sarkar and Sarkar (2008) only
examined debt policy.

Tested on'a sample of 187 listed firms over the period of 2002 to 2006, the

results from event studies reveal that dividend policy can be used as an effective

corporate governmce mechanism to reduce agency conflict between majority and

minority shareholders, in all frms but particularly in firms with high concentrated

ownership structure. This finding is consistent with those found in earlier studies

by Gugler and Yurtoglu (2000) and Jensen (1986) and supports the rent extraction

hypothesis. However, consistent with Faccio et al. (2000) and Lee and Xiao (2002),

the results from regression analysis indicate that dividend policy does not perform

such a role as it consistently fails to be associated positively with firm' s profitability,

including in firms where ownership concentration is high. Meanwhile, the results

on debt policy suggest that debt policy consistently fails to serve as a corporate

govemance mechanism as it tends to reduce market performance in all firms as

well as in high concentrated ownership structure frms. The results from regression

analysis show that ddbt policy continues to remain ineffective to improve frm's
prof(ability but as far as firms in general are concerned. When applied on firrns

with high concentrated ownership structure where the tendency for agency conflict
is predicted to be higher, debt poliry is proven effective as a corporate governance

mechanism.
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The remainder of this paper is skuctured as follows. Section 2
existing theories and literature on the issue and develops the hlpotheses
presents the data and methodology, section 4 reports and discusses the
section 5 concludes and discusses the implications.

LITERATURE REVIEW AND I{YPOTIIESIS DEVELOPMENT

The concept ofcorporate governance is derived from agency theory which
the emergence of conllict, the essence of conllict and also solution to the
In essence, agency conflict results from the separation between ownershfir
control in modern finns (Jensen & Meckling 1976) and, in the existence of
cash-flow in firms (referred as free cash-flow hypothesis) (Jensen 1986). As
of agency becomes complex, corporate governance is needed to mitigate its irrya
on firm perf,ormance. The concept of corporate govemance can be defined in vair
manners, but generally it is a system, structure, mechanism, policy, process d
also rule that explains the relationships bmong ail'parts in a firm, so that they 

-able to carry out the rights and bonds correctly and proportionally. Corpr*
governance is structured on two paradigms; the shareholders and stakeholders d
four principles; fairness, transparency, accountability, and responsibility (Lerza &
Sun 2002). while there are lot more that may be discussed about corpor&
governallce, of more interest to this study is the two financial policies that harc
been proposed as effective corporate governance mechanisms, namely dividd
and debtpolicies (Agrawal & Knoeber 1996; Easterbrook 1984; Jensen & Meckliry
1976;Lang, Stulz & Walking 1991; Rozeff 1982).

Based on the free cash flow hypothesis proposition that cash flow increases
the agency costs of frrms with poor investment opportunities, Lang et al. (1Dl)
argued that the extent to which dividend and debt policies can be effectively used
as corporate governance mechanisms depends on where the firms are situated in
Figure 1. Figure 1 comprises four quadrants that are defined according to the levels
of cash flows and investment opportunities: (A) the cash flow increases as the

(B)
(agency conflict)

(A)

(D) (c)

Low Investrent Opportunities High

FIGURE 1. Cash flows and investment opportunities
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opporhmity set is higll (B) the cash flow increases as the investment
set is low, (C) the cash flow decreases as the investment opportunity

set is high, and (D) the cash flow decreases as the investment opportunity set is
low.

The four quadrants imply that in discussing the hypothesis of free cash flow,
lhe starting point is not on how to measure free cash flow itself, rather on how
decisions on cash flows are made when firms me facing investment opportunity
set The tendency ofagenry problem due to excessive free cash-flow to occur is
highest when increasing cash flow coincides with low investment opportunity
set (quadrant B) (Jensen 1986). The low investment opportunity suggests that
frrms do not have a positive net present value projects. This condition
encourages management to use excessive cash on unproductive activities and risky
tr even negative net present value projects that do not translate into benefits to
shareholders. The greater the free cash flows in these firms, the bigger the ability
md the possibility of management to use the cash at their discretion, the greater

lhe chance for agency problems. It is for this reason that frms in this situation
need to reduce the free cash flows for instance, thfough payments of dividend and

servicing debt.

DIVIDEND POLICY AS CORPORATE GOVERNANCE MECHANISM

Ownership structure of a firm detennines power distribution between all parts in a
firm. Relative to a disperse ownership structure, a concentrated ownership
structure is more likely to cause agency conllicts between majority and minority
shareholders (Prowsen 1998; Shleifer & Vishny 1997; Zhtang et al. 2000) in the

existence of asymmetric information. The agency conllict is also likely to occur
because majority shareholders have controlling power over the managers such

that decisions made are more likely to be in their favors, including that involving
firm's free cash flow. In the case of firms in Indonesia, the majority shareholders

are mainly composed of family members or founders and therefore, creating an

entangled power which allow thern to closely control managers' decisions. Mitton
(2002) stated that when major shareholders are entangled in management as

directors or commissariats, they will have more opportunities and incentive to
expropriate wealth of minorify shareholders which eventually decrease the
company's performance.

The question that this study attempts to addresses is whether dividend policy
is effective in mitigating agency conflicts between majority and minority
shareholders. In what is known as rent extraction lrypothesis, an increase in dividend
works as a corporate governance mechanism because it reduces conflict offree
cash flow and signals to the market that majority shareholders do not use the free

cash-flow for their own interests, but instead share it with minority shareholders
(Gugler & Yurtoglu 2000; Lee & Xiao 2002). This argument is supported by Faccio
et al. (2000) who stated that a dividend increase can play a main role in limiting
expropriation because it moves the prosperity from insider control to outsider

115
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confol. In a study which investigates the association between ownership strr:l
and dividend policy among Japanese firms, Harada and Nguyen (2006) ffil
negative relationship between ownership concentration and payout rates. The rt*
suggest that firms with concentrated ownership are less likely to increase dividr*
when profitability increases and more likely to omit dividends when invffi
opportunities improve. Their finding is consistent with extraction of weaffL d
firms for the private benefits of majority shareholders at the expense of minortr
shareholders.

Based on the arguments put forth so far, this study purposes its frst hypothrsrr.
H1a: Market reacts positively (negatively) to a dividend increase (decre sd

alxlouncement.
Hlb: Market reacts more positively (negatively) to a dividend increas

(decrease) announcement by firms with high concentrated ornmerSfo

structure than by frms with low concentrated ownership structure.

Hypothesis lb is meant to capture thp different. intensiveness of agency conflitt
between majorrty shareholders and minority shareholders in firms with differef
levels of frm ownership concentration. As asserted by Dewenter and Warther
(1998) and Gugler and Yurtoglu (2000), compared to firms with less ownership

concentration, in firms with high concentrated ownership structure, the majority
shareholders have more power to control the managers in handling the free cash

flows. That being the case, investors are expected to react positively (negatively)

to an increase (a decrease) in dividend by firms with high concentrated
ownership structue more than by firms with high than low concentrated ownership

structure.
The effectiveness of dividend policy to mitigate agency problems between

majority shareholders and minority shareholders can also be seen from the policy
inJluence towards frm's profitability. Also, since agency problems me greater in
firms with high concentrated ownership structure, the impact of such dividend
policy on firm's profitability is expected to be greater in these firms compared to

that in firms with low ownership concentration. This proposition is translated into
the following hypotheses :

H1c: Dividend policy has positive influence on firm's performance as

measured by return on asset (Roe).

Hld: The positive impact of dividend policy on perfoflnance (noa) is greater

in frms with high concentrated ownership structure than in frms with
low concentrated ownership structure.

DEBT POLICY AS A CORPORATE GOVERNANCE MECHAMSM

In a manner very similar to dividend policy, debt policy can serye as a corporate

governance mechanism to reduce agency conflict (Jensen & Meckling 19761'Faccio

et al. 2001) because increases in debt force firms to use cash more efficiently as

the consistently ample cash is needed to repay debt and service interest periodically.
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is rte prqcitim of cqtol b'Pthqis qT"it et al' 2(X)1; Jensen 1986;

n & Meckling 1e76; sJr a s'to 2008) whichryt" ryl:-T::-^*,bj
r external monitoring, majority shreholders (through managemen^t) should

isions onfirmresornces ttat ensure the fiIlns achieves its bestperformance.

is because debt usage shifts the role of management monitoring from

lrolders to creditors. The benefrt of debt however is not monotonic as excessive

ilffi;;;ilr-ri;"ri"* to service interest expenses, which failure or

fiBleadtofinancial andpossiblybankruptcy' ! -- r^-.^r ^{ffiT#ffi#nil"r,i"" of iebt policy on r,ms with varying level of

rcrr conflict aue to va.ying-i"*r or *ership concentratlol',n *d: 
-1lt^".:

:#ffi;";; ffit;;"Jpor"y. Since firms with high concentrated

enhiD structure ," -or" iit"fy to Lave bigger aqency ""{i:l d"Y "-:T::
HtTU;;#iJt rI" tt"""r impact oo fi* p"'io**"" in these f*ms than

in their low concentrated ownership structwe count:rpT: f:;v;:::li
ffit;;;;;;;si" 2000)' rhese arguments lead us to the second

IDa: Market reacts positively toward bond issuance announcements'

IDb: Market reacts more positively towardtorrd issuang"- "":'":T:1,1,I
firms with high concentrat"i o*""t'nif stn'ctote than by firms with

low concentrated ownership structure'

Similar to dividend policy, the role of debt policy as 
11 

e{fectivl corporate

governance -""tt*ir- J* ui'o U" measured in terms of its impact on ftrm's

profitability (Jensen A n'f".ftfi"g 1976)' That is' as debt usage imposes debt

monitoring (obligations ;;;;, ffi*"st periodically and debt-principals as thev

come due) which reduces-,t"i*0"*V ior majority shareholders to misuse free

cashflows,.,,*ug"-*ttu',,'o"freecashflowstofinancepositivenetpresent
value project, uoA 

"or."q"*tfy 
i-ptou"' firrn's profitability' Profi?bility is also

more likely in levered firms because management has to be aggressive enough to

generate profits -d .;th;; service debiobligation' Because the tendency of

agencyconflictisgteaterinfrrmswithhighconcentratedownershipsffucture,the
impact of debt u. 

"orpo'ut" 
governance mechanism is also expected to be greater

in these firms. Based ; fi;t" arguments' this study purposes the following

hypotheses.
H2c: Debt has positive influence toward firm's performance as measured by

retum on asset (noe)'

H2d: The poritiv" impuct of debt policy on performance (noe) is greater in

firms with t'iii"o**t'ated ownership structure than in firms with

low concentrated ownershiP'

Toillustratethemannerinwhichwepredictdividendanddebtpolicieswork
to mitigate agency "o'nio 

and subsequently improve performance' we plot in

ijg*" i ifr. fi,p"." ,ia"ui""a divideni policies on two meas,res of performance

"*'"-i""0 
in th^is study, namely market returns and profitability'
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Ownership structure: Higfi versus Low Concentrated

FIGURE 2. Relationships between dividend and debt policies and firm performance

DATA AND METHODOLOGY

This study employs a sample of firms that are tlsteO in fnaonesian Stock Exchange
between 2002tntil2006. The sample firms are selected through a non-probabilify
technique with purposive sampling method which uses the following criteria: (1)
non-financial finns listed in Indonesian Stock Exchange; (2) firms which largest
shareholders own aminimum ownership of atleast21%6 and (3) firms that armounce

dividend and bond during the study period. This second criterion is to be consistent
with Indonesian investment law which defines majority shareholders as those who
own at least25o/o shares of the company.

The sampling method produces a sample of 187 firms which are then further
divided into two subsamples: (1) furns with low concentrated ownership structure
(low cos) are those that have at least 2lYobatnotmore than 50% of their common
shares owned by the largest shareholders; and (2) frms with high concentrated
ownership structure (high cos) are those that have at least 50% of the common
shares owned by the largest shareholders. Overall, there are 83 firms that fall under
the low cos category and 104 firms that fall under the high cos category. Of all
these firms, 127 have dividend increase announcements, 60 have dividend decrease

announcements and only 40 have debt issuance announcements. For regression
analysis which uses dividend payout ratio as measure of dividend policy, 37 firrns
which report negative eamings (and therefore negative dividend payout ratio) are
taken out from the sample. For event study, event date (t:0) is defined as the date
of dividend announcement or bond right issue announcement.

Various sources are used to collect data for this study. Accounting data is
gathered from annual reports for the year 2002 to 2006 while daily stock prices,
stock market index and date of dividend and bond announcements are collected
from various sources including Indonesia Capital Market Directory, Capital Market
Regulatory Board, Jakarta Stock Exchange Statistics, Indonesia Domestic Product
Bruto, Indonesian Business Daily and Accountancy Assessment and Development
published by Gadjah Mada University.
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Market performance is measured by average abnormal return (ean) and

cumulative average abnormal return (CAAR) (Gugler & Yurtoglu 2000; Riyanto &
Gudono 1996). aan and caan are calculated as follows.

een= /*\e*,
i=1

.l/

CAAR=Zun*,
i=l

*.here l& equals to Ri - Ru is the abnormal returns of firm i at time t : 0 (event

P _ P,_,
date), Ru is retum of stock market index, R; equals to 

T 
and & is stock

price of firm i attime t. Cumulative average abnormal returns (Caan) oftwo narow
rvindows equivalent to l-trading week are also employed as performance measure,

namely CAan calculated from t : -2 to t : + 2 (Caanr-z to +z)) and CaaR calculated

from /: 0 to r: +4 (caaEo,++l).
In the meantime, firm's profitability is measured by returns on assets (Roe)

(Murali & Welch 1989). While the impact on market performance is done separately

for dividend and debt policy using event study approach, the impact on accounting

performance (nOe) is simultaneously tested using the following cross-sectional

multiple regression equation;

ROA,i =ai+ BtDIk-r,i+ B2DEBrl-1,1 + p3OWST1,i+ B4(ottt,lxDowsr),,,

+ B5 (ona4-1x Dowsr),., + E, (3)

where ais the regression intercept, Bis the estimated coefficiertts, DIVrt is dividend

policy measured by dividend payout ratio at tirne t-l , DEBr is debt policy measured

by debt ratio (total debt/total assets) at time t-1, OWST is the maximum percentage

of ownership owned by any major shareholder and 0 otherwise at t, Dowsr is a

dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if firm i at time r has a high concentrated

ownership structure and 0 otherwise and sis the error term. The interaction variables,

DrVX Dowsr aod orArx Dowsrare used to test the role of dividend and debt policies

in firms with high concentrated ownership structure, respectively.

RESLiLTS AND DISCUSSIONS

FTNANCIAL POLICY IMPACT ON MARKET PERIORMANCE

Table 2 summarises the results from the tests on the three measures of abnormal

returns following dividend or debt announcements. The results for the full sample

consistently show that the values of AAR, CAuAE-2,+2), and Caa&0,++; on a dividend

increase (decrease) are positive (negative) and statistically significant at 5ohlevel

119
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except for one case involving CAA\s,+ay for a dividend decrease. Thus,fud
support Hypothesis 1a which states that market reacts positively (
the dividend increase (decrease) announcement. The positive reaction to m i
in dividend suggests that when the tendency for agency conflict to occu kr
that is when cash flow increases but investnent opportunity is low, dividend
announcement is positively responded by the market. This positive
indicates that the market take dividend payment as a signal that
shareholders do not use the excessive free cash flow for their interests,
share it proportionally with minority shareholders. Consistent with re,nt orr&
hypothesis, dividend policy seems to work as an effective corporate goveru
mechanism as suggested by Gugler and Yurtoglu (2000) and Jensen (1936I Ih
arguments we put forth are further supported by results of dividend decrra
announcement.

Table2 also provides results ofAAR, CAA\_2,+2;, and caaEo,++1 separatdlrh
firms with high and low concentrated ownership structure (cos) and a shdd

TABLE2.Results of event studies on impaci of financial policies on mmket perform-

Financial Policies Sample CAAR(-2J2) CAA\qrq

Dividend Increase Full Sample 127 0.0037 0.0041 0.0055
(8.4239X,* (1.9886)* (2.1095F

High CoS 63 0.0690** 0.0398* O.WZI
(4.0158) (2.6344) (4.3e6)

Low CoS 64 0.0258 --0.0086 0.0471
(1.9604)* (-1.278r) (1.9686)*

Difference (High - Low) 0.0432 0.0484 0.0589
t-statistic (2.0220)* (2.9580)* (2.0150)*

Dividend Decrease Full Sample 60 -0.0028 -0.0078 -{.0035
(7.00a+1*,r (-5.otz3;** (-1.7652)

High Cos 4l -0.1051 -0J6224 -0.0488
(-3.SrO2;** (-4.S+:4;** (_1.9177)+

Low CoS 19 4.02057 4.0694 4.0397
(-1.9684)* (-r.9641),t C[.4497)

Difference (High - Low) -0.0845 -0.0928 -0.0091
t-statistic (-2.7870)* (-1.9560) (-0.2510)

Debt Affiomcement Full SamFle 40 -0.0045 -0.0343 -0.01576
(-7.SOO;** (-7.5885)** (_2.SSO5;*

High CoS 15 -0.1000 -0.0895 -0.0085
(_7.4+tg;** (_7.S t t7;,r.+ (_5.+0t6;**

Low CoS 25 -0.0120 -0.0069 4.0123
(-3.0:r71** (_1.4900) (_1.7790)

Difference (Iligh - Low) 0.0159 -0.0209 -{.0255
t-statistic (2.1830)* (-2.8050)* (-0.5830)

Note: Figures in parentheses are t-statistic. Abbreviation COS refers to concentrated ownership
structwe. ** and * indicate significance at 1 percent and 5 percent, respectively.
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t-test for the difference between the two subsamples which address Hlpothesis 1b
(market reacts more positively (negatively) to the dividend increase (decrease)
announcement by firms with high concentrated ownership structure greater than
by firms with low concentrated ownership structure). The positive differences which
are significant at 5 percent level from the t-tests confrm that the values ofAAR,
CAA\-2,+2;, and Caan(0,++; of high Cos firms are statistically greater than those of
the low cos firms when there are dividend increase announcements. Similarly,
when markets are prompted with a dividend decrease, they react in a way that
produce aan of high CoS firms that are significantly lower than those of low coS
firnrs. Differences in caary-z ,+21, arrd CAAEoJ4) are also negative but insignificant.
Even though the difference in negative reactions toward dividend decrease
announcements are less strong compared to those due to dividend increase
announcement, in general these results support Hypothesis lb which suggests that
markets react more negatively to a dividend decrease in high cos firms than in low
cos frms. consistent with Gugler and Yurtoglu (2000), the results that we gather
so far suggest that a dividend policy can be used as an effective corporate govemance
mechanism to minimise agency conflict in high cos frms where the tendency for
con{lict between majority and minority shmeholders is high.

we address next Hypothesis 2a which states that market reacts positively to
debt announcement and Hypothesis 2b which states that the reaction is greater in
high cos than in low cos firms. The results as reported at the bottom rows in Table
2 indicate that the values of aan, CAA\-2,+2;, and caarys1+y for full sample are
negative and statistically significant at 5 percent level. So do the values of AAR,
CAAR(-2J2), and CaaEs,++; for the two subsamples. These results are clearly in
contrast to the theoretical intuition behind debt's function as a corporate governance
mechanism as suggested by Jensen & Meckling (1976) and Jensen (1986). An
explanation that we could suggest is because ofanother uniqueness oflndonesia
frms which in addition to being highly concentrated they also adopt high gearing
ratios (Taridi 1999). Evidently, for the period from2002 to 2006 covered in this
study, the average debt ratios of our sample frms are 0.4922,0.5116, 0.5743,
0.5173, and 0.5757, respectively. In short, markets respond negatively to debt
announcement because they foresee further increase in debt as creating more
opportunities for shareholders to expropriate wealth from the debtholders (Harris
& Raviv 1988). Alternatively, since debt announcement further increase the
currently high debt ratio markets see it that the firms are heading toward greater
risks for defaults and distress which subsequently deteriorate firm performance.

Notwithstanding the hypotheses put forth in this study, the negative reactions
toward debt announcement are in fact consistent with findings of previous studies
by Faccio et al. (2001, 2003), Taridi (1999), Harris and Raviv (1988), and Sarkar
and Sarkar (2008). In general, these studies argued that the negative reactions are
due to the fact that any debt on concentrated ownership structure encourages moral
hazardous attitudes among major shareholders that eventually endanger firm's
performance. As explained by Faccio et al. (2003), in developing countries like
Indonesia where firms are characterised with concentrated ownership structure,
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debt cannot function as a monitoring tool to lessen any agency conflict; rafter 1
will serve as a tool of expropriating minority shareholders by major shareholdqr
Potential for expropriation when rights of minority shareholders are not protecGd
and as reported by Taridi (1999),Indonesia is among countries in East Asia uihm
protection on the minor shareholders is weak (Taridi 1999).

FINANCIAL POLICY IMPACT ON ACCOUNTING PERFORMANCE

Table 3 reports the results from testing the impact of financial policies, specificalllr
dividend and debt policies, on firm's profitability which is measwed using retum
on assets. Before the discussion proceeds with impact of financial policies, it is
interesting to note the role of ownership structure (owsr) in influencing firm's
profitability which happens to be negative and significant at 5 percent level. The
result suggests that the higher the concentration in firm's ownership contribr*e
negatively to the profitability of the firm. This findings support our propositim
that agency problem is more intense in high COs firms that along the line, it
deteriorates frrm's performance. Howerrer, the results cannot confirm whether m
not this is due to major shareholders' ill behaviour in conducting firm's cash.

With regard to dividend policy, the positive coefficient indicates that its effect
on firm profitability is consistent with the manner market reacts to dividend
announcement. However, the effect is less strong as the coefficient on dividend
policy is not significant and therefore, Hlc which states that dividend has positive
inlluence on firm's profitability cannot be supported. At the same time, the results
also suggest that dividend policy cannot be used as a corporate governance
mechanism as it does not appear to be effective enough in improving firm's

TABLE 3. Descriptive statistics and results of regression of ROA on financial policy
variables ROla i: ai * BtDIYa.i+ P2DEBTA,I+ 1tOWSf,.i + p+(DIVa x Ds1ys7)1,i1

B5(DEBT4 x D6yas7,.,) + q

Variables Mean Std.Dev. Coefficients t-statistic

Constant
Ownership Skucture (OWY)
Div. Payout Ratio (DIr,
Debt Ratio (DEBT')

DIVX Dowsr
DEBTX Dowsr
R-squared
F-Statistic

0.7242 3.6520**
0.5498 0.1989 -0.3326 -2.5350*
0.3423 0.2593 0.0360 0.3910
0.5825 0.0130 4.7759 -3.1670**
0.1944 0.4407 0.0020 0.0160
0.3530 0.0106 0.5696 2.153*

0.0148
3.4840

Note: ** and * indicate significance at I percent and 5 percent levels, respectively. Dowsr is a

dummy variable that takes a value of I if maximum ownership by institutional or individual is
greater than 50 percent (i.e. high concentrated ownership structure). The mean and standard
deviation of ROA are 8.9567%o md 9.3694%, respectively.

irEF*
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porumity. rtis conclusim is fuft€r sr4,pGted wift the positive but insignificmt

coe,fficie* m fu inte,ractim vriable (Of x Dowsr) urhich is supposed to capture

dividendpolicyimpactonrrigtrCosfirms.onepossibleexplanationtothisfinding
isltrmibedividendpaynentinlndonesiafirms is lowwhichleadsto its insignificant

inffrrcrce m firm's performance. The average dividend payout ratio is 34-23% n
all frms while only lg.44yo in high cos firms (given by mean of olr x Dowsr)'

Ov€mll, fte results fail to accept Hypothesis H1c and Hld.
Finally we move on to Hypotheses 2c and2dwhich in essence state that debt

policy has positive inlluence on a firrn's profitability, more for high COS than low

6s n*r. The negative and significant coefficient on DEBT clearly provides

widence in contrast to the theoretical prediction put forth in this study and rejects

E5rpo{hesis 2c. Thus, consistent with the results foturd from tests of debt policy

impact onmarket performance, it may be surmised that debt policy fails to firnction

as oorporate governance mechanism. However, this conclusion is about to change

ad significant. Hypothesis 4b states that debt policy has a bigger effect on high

OS firms compared to low COS firms. This result suggests that when applies on

firms with high COS, debt policy does work as an effective corporate governance

mechanism. That is, debt policy works as a monitpring mechanism in firms where

lhe tendency for agency conllict to occur is higher. The result could also mean that

debt capital can be a good source of financing when geming ratio is still within

reasonable level. Note that the average debt ratio for high COS firms (35.30yo,

mem value of omrx Dowsr) is much lower than that for all firms (58.25%, mean

value of Dmr). In brief, the results do not reject I{2d.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

This study examines the role ofdividend and debt policies as corporate governance

mechanism in 187 Indonesian firms with different structure of ownership

concentration during the period from2002to 2006. The results on dividend policy

are mixed. The results from event studies reveal that dividend policy can be used

as an effective corporate governance mechanism to reduce agency conflict between

majority and minority shareholders, in all firms but particularly in firms with high

concentrated ownership structure. This frnding is consistent with those found in

earlier studies by Gugler and Yurtoglu (2000) and Jensen (1986) and supports the

rent extraction hypothesis. However, consistent with Faccio et al. (2000) and Lee

and Xiao (2002),the results from regression analysis indicate that dividend policy

does not perform such a role as it consistently fails to be associated positively with

firm,s piofitability, including in frms where ownership concentration is high.

The results on debt policy are also mixed, in manner opposite to that of dividend

policy. Debt policy consistently fails to serve as corporate govemance mechanism

as it tends to reduce market performance in all firms as well as in high concentrated

ownership structure firms. The results from regression analysis show that debt
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policy continues to remain ineffective to improve firm's profitability but as fr r
firms in general are concerned. when applied on frrms with high concenrr*i
ounership structure where the tendency for agency conflict is predicted to be hidh'
debt policy is proven effective as corporate governance mechanism. The higt letd
of leverage among Indonesian firms seems a good explanation for the negairc
impact of debt policy as it suggests further increases on the ctrrently higfo a*r
ratio. Thus, when applied on high cos frms which happen to adopt ls\^/er d€ft
ratio, debt policy works to improve firm profitability. That is, since debt lwel fo
low, investors are less worried that shareholders are expropriating wealth d
debtholders and putting the firms in greater risks of default, distress and eventuaSr
bankruptcy.

The results of this study have policy implications. Investors may rely m
financial policies specifically dividend and debt policies to serve as corpor&
govemance mechanisms that can effectively mitigate agency conflict. However,
such suggestion must be taken with some caution because the effectiveness of
dividend payment to mitigate agency problems is oql1, as far as market performance
is concemed whereas debt policy can only be relied upon when applied on firms
where chance of agency conflict is greater. with the validity of financial policies'
function as effective corporate govemance mechanisms have yet to be verifid
the Indonesian capital Market Regulatory Board (or known as nameau) needs to
rely on andlor formulate other corporate governance mechanisms to regulate the
firms. This is particularly important given the characteristics of these frrms (high
ownership concentration and high leverage) which tend to increase the tendency
of agency problems.
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